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1. Introduction
The future of charity is here! By utilizing blockchain technology,
WAIV.care is setting the standard for transparency, integrity and
efficiency of donations and charitable aid to a variety of causes globally.
WAIV.care is a passion project created by a group of like-minded
do-gooders who have one simple goal in mind: to help communities
around the world who have been negatively impacted by disasters,
whether it be natural, societal or emotional.

BLOCKCHAIN + CHARITY
We like to call it “BLOCKcharity”

Philanthropic
Transparent
Immutable
Secure
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1.1. Who is WAIV.care?

WAIV.care is a not for profit philanthropic organization founded on
the premise of being able to provide relief to a variety of causes all
around the world through the use of blockchain technology. We are a
team of passionate individuals dedicated to making the world a better
place for future generations to come.

Let’s face it, life is full of challenges. The best way to bring light to these
unfortunate situations is to come together! WAIV.care is a community
backed charity solution…built by the community, for the community.
We provide charitable relief ranging from monetary assistance, tangible
goods and physical assistance. Through technological advancements in
decentralized finance, WAIV.care is bringing you a new way to give
back!

“UNITED AS ONE”
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2. Products
2.1. What does WAIV.care offer?
WAIV Utility Token (Section 2.1.1.)
NFTs - coming soon
Merchandise - coming soon
501(c)(3) Donations - coming soon
More...

Section 2.1.1.

WAIV Utility Token
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000
Contract Address: 0x8342b7614557B0c9849dC0d30Df2CFf375C69791

WAIV is a utility token built on a community-driven blockchain, known as
the Binance Smart Chain DeFi ecosystem, which offers many benefits such as
speed, reliability, cost-efficient transactions, security and environmentally friendly
sustainability. WAIV token’s BEP20 infrastructure is constructed using smart
contracts via the blockchain to implement certain key utility functions. These
specific smart contract functions are known as the “tokenomics”, or in other
words, how the token works and what it does.
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Section 2.1.1.

TOKENOMICS
Total WAIV Transaction Fee: 0.8%
- buy, sell, swap, transfer...the total fee will always remain the same ● 0.6% of each transaction will enter a charity wallet.
● 0.2% of each transaction will be reflected back to all wallet holders.*

*please account for gas fees depending on which platform you are using to conduct transactions*

The tokenomics of WAIV allow for long-term adoption and use cases to be implemented in a
sustainable manner. Token holders are also rewarded through reflection funds that are a small
part of each transaction fee. WAIV’s cost-efficient transaction fee (0.8%) incentivizes users to
utilize and transact WAIV tokens freely without the need for large market fluctuations. We will
always be as transparent as possible. As we grow, more forms of utility will be introduced.

CHARITY WALLET
Address: 0x41257B4af526211d10eD753819Ea6Cf02E00a127
The charity wallet will execute a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 31 liquidations per month
according to a proprietary algorithm. This execution will be in the amount of 0.6% total volume
of WAIV transactions during the previous day(s) since the prior execution. Within the first 120
days, 8-10 million WAIV tokens will be accumulated and stored at random in a charity reserve
wallet. All charity wallet funds will always go toward supporting the cause.

REFLECTION
0.2% of every WAIV transaction will be reflected back to all decentralized wallet holders just for
holding WAIV tokens. *Please note that holding WAIV on a CEX will not earn reflection. We
recommend transfering to a decentralized wallet extension to be eligible for reflection rewards.
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Section 2.1.1.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION:

Token release schedule compared to total supply [July 23, 2021]:
●
●
●
●

Team: 3% unlocked after 6 months, 2% unlocked per month after
Developer: 2% unlocked after 6 months, 1% per month after
Community Development: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after
Marketing: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after
● Advisors: 1% unlocked after 6 months, 1% per month after
● Business Development: 2% unlocked at launch, 1% per month after.
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3. Operations
“WE CARE”
WAIV.care is a global charity operation that focuses on relief and
recovery efforts through strategic distribution and logistics partnerships,
with all operational expenses going toward the cause. We will be partnering
with medical supply distributors, non-perishable food distributors, textile
manufacturers, as well as other relief, missionary and environmental
organizations to help assist with monetary, tangible and on-site assistance.
We are setting out to help the world one WAIV at a time.

3.1. Key Areas of Focus
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Natural Disasters
Human Rights
World Hunger
Mental Health
Animal Rescue
Environmental Restoration
More...

“What Do You Care About?”
Visit WAIV.care. We’d love to hear from you.
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4. Community A.K.A. “WAIVers”
WAIV.care is a community-driven project. None of this is possible without you! Join the
movement and become a WAIVer today and help make the world a brighter place tomorrow!

#RideTheWAIV
4.1. Events
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Donation Campaigns
Token Giveaways
Community Polls
Exchange Listings
Merch Giveaways
Token burns
NFT drops
Contests
Farming Pools
More...

4.2. Support
For community support, visit our website at www.waiv.care or email us at
community@waiv.care
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5. Conclusion
UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES

Global Impact
Dedicated Team
Transparent
Immutable
Sustainable
Efficient
Secure

5.1. Why WAIV.care?
Being a WAIVer is a badge of honor. Something we can all be proud of.
When you choose WAIV.care, you’re choosing to make a positive impact, leaving
your footprint on the path towards a cleaner, brighter, happier world for future
generations to come. What do you care about?

JOIN THE MOVEMENT
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5.2. Disclaimer
This is a living document for informational purposes only. This information is
up to date at the time of publishing. Please note information herein does not
constitute financial advice, investment advice, trading advice or any other sort of
advice and you should not treat the information in this document as such.

The WAIV team suggests you conduct your own due diligence before
making any decision. By purchasing any WAIV.care products, you agree that you
are not purchasing a security or investment and you agree to not hold the team
liable for any losses or taxes you incur. You also agree that WAIV.care is presenting
the products “as is” and is not required to provide any support or services. Always
make sure you are in compliance with your local laws and regulations before you
make any purchase.

6. Outro
As a community-driven project, we want to say thank you to all the
WAIVers out there! Keep an eye out for the latest from WAIV.care!

#RideTheWAIV
www.waiv.care
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